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- (U) The design of the above patch provides an unclassified symbolic representation 
for the NROL-71 launch where NROL-71 is the OSL mission number; Delta IV-H 
indicates that this mission is to be lallllched on a Delta IV Heavy; and VAFB stands 
for Vandenberg AFB where the mission will originate from. 

- (U) The Eagle represents the symbol of both freedom and the United States of 
America. The Eagle, adorned with dog tags, is using his talons to break free from any 
obstacle to symbolize the program's tenacity in meeting our commitment in support 
of the warfighter and the intelligence community. The Eagle's facial expression 
displays the SPO's intensity and passion during the life cycle of the acquisition. 

- (U) The partially-hidden letters on the background dog tag refer to the eagle's name 
while the foregrolllld dog tag, labeled "JLC," is in honor of Joshua L. 
Chamberlain. Col Chamberlain was awarded the Medal of Honor for his heroism at 
the battle of Gettysburg. On 2 July 1863, Col Chamberlain held his position on the 
Union Army's southern flank at Little Round Top against repeated assault from the 
Confederate force. Low on ammunition, he led his men to execute a bold bayonet 
charge saving the vulnerable Union flank and contributing greatly to Union 
victory. Col Chamberlain's heroism, leadership, and commitment to service before 
self, exemplify the ethos of the American war.fighter we serve today. 

(U) The motto "Serving Those Who Serve" again represents our commitment to 
deliver the mission on time in support ofwarfighter and intelligence community 
needs. 
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- ~8t/RELj The desir . d ,bolic 
representation of the~----------------~Program to be 
used in conjunction with the launch of the satellite and will be visible on the Delta IV 
Heavy fairing. 

- (U) The Eagle represents the symbol of both freedom and the United States of America. 
The Eagle, adorned with dog tags, is using his talons to break free from any obstacle to 
symbolize the program's tenacity in meeting our commitment in support of the warfighter 
and the intelligence community. The Eagle's facial expression displays the 

~-~ 

intensity jd passioj during the life cycle of the acquisition. The partially hidden letters 
refer to the while the other tag, labeled "Bo," refers to the Eagle's nickname. 

- (U) The motto "nuv qo'vaD jab" is Klingon for the phrase "Serving Those Who Serve," 
again representing our commitment to deliver the mission on time in support of 
warfighter and intelligence community needs. 

(U) NROL-71 is the OSL mission number; Delta IV-H indicates that this mission is to 
be launched on a Delta IV Heavy; and V AFB stands for Vandenberg AFB where the 
mission will originate from. 
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